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Introduction
This guide is meant to serve as a comprehensive reference for start-up, programming, and commissioning the LODESTAR+
Gateway, which runs the LODESTAR+ Lighting Control System offered by PLC Multipoint.

LODESTAR+ Gateway
The LODESTAR+ Gateway is designed to be a reliable and secure solution for smart lighting control in small- and medium-sized
commercial exterior installations. It acts as an intelligent lighting control hub, processing data and programmed schedules to
optimize the environment while also enabling user control via the LODESTAR+ Mobile App.
Features and Benefits
• Optimizes automation of commercial lighting control in exterior environments
• Simplifies lighting control by minimizing frills and maximizing the performance of critical functions
• Installs simply through mobile device commissioning using the LODESTAR+ Mobile App, can come pre-commissioned
• Enables scalability for small- and medium-sized commercial projects:
• Up to six (6) Gateways can be managed via one mobile app account
• Up to 120 Lighting Controllers can be added and managed per LODESTAR+ Gateway
• Up to 30 lighting zones each containing:
• Empowers local users to adjust lighting levels with the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
• Permits off-site operation via remote connectivity with the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
• Employs a sophisticated, lean embedded hardware design for low latency control responsiveness
• Utilizes a standards-based communication protocol over wireless mesh network topology
• Updates software automatically, and manages over-the-air software updates to connected devices
Software
The LODESTAR+ Gateway comes with software pre-installed. During commissioning the Gateway will download applicable
software updates over the Internet and immediately install to the latest version. Uninterrupted Internet connectivity over time will
allow the LODESTAR+ Gateway software to update its software automatically, ensuring that important updates are applied to
the device as required.
Internet connectivity is required during initial start-up for time synchronization, after which a consistent connection is recommended.

LODESTAR+ System Overview
The LODESTAR+ System is a powerful and intelligent IoT-enabled wireless control platform offered by PLC Multipoint, providing
reliable, automated, and secure lighting control that can be implemented and operated simply.
The LODESTAR+ System supports a variety of lighting control devices and control modes. Contact PLC Multipoint to learn
more. However, in its simplest and standard implementation, PLC Multipoint has purposefully tailored the LODESTAR+ System
for simple exterior lighting control in small- and mid-sized commercial installations.
The LODESTAR+ System offered by PLC Multipoint supports control of exterior lights using Lighting Controllers, such as the
LODESTAR+ Lighting Controllers.
One LODESTAR+ Gateway can support up to 120 Lighting Controllers. One LODESTAR+ System can support up to six (6)
LODESTAR+ Gateways, thereby supporting 720 Lighting Controllers on a single LODESTAR+ System network. The LODESTAR+
Mobile App can be used to reconfigure zones, schedules, and more at any time.
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Elements Needed for Commissioning
Note that many LODESTAR+ Systems are shipped to end sites pre-commissioned.
• Mobile device (smartphone or tablet) with Wi-Fi capability
• Available Local Area Network (LAN) connectivity with:
• Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) connectivity (for mobile device to connect via Wi-Fi); and
• Wired LAN connectivity (for LODESTAR+ Gateway to connect via Ethernet)
• LODESTAR+ Mobile App (available in the Apple App Store or Google Play Store
• LODESTAR+ Gateway
• Lighting Controller(s)

General Commissioning Process
1. Install LODESTAR+ Gateway
2. Install the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
3. Discover the LODESTAR+ Gateway
4. Create First Zone
5. Scan for Lights (Lighting Controllers)
6. Set High-End Trim (if desired)
7. Test Devices
8. Create Additional Zones (repeating process above)
9. Edit Schedules

Basic Network Framework
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LODESTAR+ Gateway Installation
Gateway Placement & Guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Gateway is not rated for outdoor use and must be located indoors.
The Gateway should initially be installed against a window facing the parking lot or area lights with the Controllers.
The Gateway should have a clear line-of-sight with one or more of the Lighting Controllers.
The Gateway should be near a power outlet (120VAC).
The Gateway should be near an Ethernet jack – a physical Ethernet cable is required to connect to the Internet.
The Gateway should be secured in an area that limits physical access from unauthorized users.
Note that installation of the Gateway Installation in an enclosed area or cabinet will significantly degrade RF performance,
and the Gateway should never be installed within a metal enclosure.

Connecting Gateway to the Local Area Network (LAN)
A wired Local Area Network (LAN) connection is necessary for operation of the Gateway.
• The Gateway uses DHCP to obtain an IP Address from the local LAN.
• The Gateway communicates to the cloud using HTTPS and will need to be allowed in the firewall.
The Gateway uses HTTPS because this protocol is typically permitted through firewalls.
This connection is necessary to communicate with mobile devices with wireless connectivity to the same network (for system
commissioning and local control), and for connectivity to the Internet. The LAN should provide continuous Internet connectivity,
which is required to:
•
•
•
•

Allow mobile devices with login credentials to be used for remote (off premises) connectivity
Allow automatic updating of the Gateway software
Allow the Gateway to coordinate software updates to networked devices
Maintain accuracy in day and time settings for schedules

This step is typically accomplished by plugging the Gateway directly into the Wi-Fi router or access point, but the network
configuration at the site may provide for alternative options for LAN connectivity.
Note: It is strongly recommended that a local IT security professional be involved with the network configuration and set-up to
ensure the installation meets security needs. Follow best practices for connection to the corporate IT network via Ethernet, and to
ensure that only authorized users can connect to the Gateway.
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Using the included Ethernet cable, connect the Gateway
to an active LAN port via the RJ45 Ethernet jack.
See diagram for details on the jack location.

Wireless Network Requirements
The Gateway communicates to the Lighting Controllers outside the building using a wireless mesh network over 2.4 GHz.
The Gateway needs to be within a recommended distance of approx. 300 feet, line of sight, of at
least one Lighting Controller. Sight specific conditions may require less distance for initial hop.
Please note that if the Lighting Controller is not located on an outdoor facing window, then the range may be reduced by the
building wall, depending on the material.

Powering the Gateway
The LODESTAR+ Gateway is supplied with a 5V Power Adapter. To provide power to the Gateway, connect the adapter into a
standard power outlet that supports 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Although settings are stored in the Gateway memory and will
be retained in the event of a power loss, continuous power is recommended to ensure system operation.
THE GATEWAY IS POWERED BY AN UNCONTROLLED (ALWAYS ON) POWER OUTLET.
It is recommended that an Uninterpretable Power Supply (UPS) be used in-line with the 5V power
adapter to maintain power to the Gateway during power outages.

When powered, the green and red Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs) on the side of the Gateway provide insight into
device status.
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LED Behaviors
Following is a table describing LED behaviors:
LED State		

Meaning

Green (Solid)		

The Gateway is operating normally

Green (Blinking)		

The Gateway is going through one of a couple normal conditions that will last for a brief time.
This includes:
2 blinks – Joining is enabled (to allow new Lighting Controllers or other devices to connect).
4 blinks – The Gateway is updating its software

Red (Blinking)		

The number of blinks in series indicate a connection error.
Errors include:
2 Blinks – The Gateway does not have an IP address.
3 blinks – The Gateway received an IP address but can’t connect to the Internet.
4 blinks – The Gateway can connect to the Internet but is unable to contact the cloud server.

Green (Solid)
& Red (Solid)		

Gateway is installing a new software image and will reset shortly. Do not unplug.

If neither the green nor red LED are illuminated, review the Troubleshooting section in this document.
Once the green LED on the Gateway is solid and the red is not illuminated (indicating normal operation),
proceed to the next step.

Powering the Lighting Controllers
Refer to Lighting Controller specific documentation. However, for the LODESTAR+ Lighting Controllers from PLC Multipoint:
• Verify luminaire voltages to ensure the proper LODESTAR+ Lighting Controller is used. There are two versions of the
LODESTAR+ Lighting Controllers: (a) one for 105-305 VAC; and (b) one for 315-530 VAC.
• The outdoor/exterior parking lot luminaires must always have constant power applied. It is strongly recommended
that the luminaires are wired directly to the circuit breaker. This will ensure that power always remains on the
luminaires, even during the day when the luminaires are typically turned off.

LODESTAR+ Gateway Configuration
Installing the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
If not already done, install the LODESTAR+ Mobile App on the mobile device to be used for commissioning. The app is available in the Apple App Store for iOS devices (requiring iOS version 9.0 or higher) or in the Google Play Store for Android
devices (requiring Android version 6.0 or higher).
Note: Screen captures included in this document highlight the iOS experience for the LODESTAR+ Mobile App. Although there
are slight differences in the appearance, commissioning using Android devices is consistent with iOS.
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Setting Up a Wi-Fi Connection on Mobile Device
A wireless connection to the LAN is necessary for the mobile device to be used for system commissioning. This is accomplished
by joining the mobile device to the Wi-Fi network associated with the LAN (often referred to as a Wireless Local Area Network).
Ensure that Wi-Fi is enabled on your mobile device, and search through the available Wi-Fi networks to find the Wireless Network Name (SSID) for the appropriate network. If unclear as to the correct SSID, contact the building management or network
administrator.
If connecting to a dual band Wi-Fi router, wireless networks in either the 2.4GHz or 5GHz frequencies can be selected.
Note: Do not connect to an available network that has been configured as a Guest Network.
As typically configured, Guest Networks restrict access to connected devices on the network.
Connection of a mobile device to a Guest Network will not allow the mobile device to connect
with the LODESTAR+ Gateway.
If any difficulties are encountered joining the wireless network, please contact the network administrator for the building.

Getting Started in the App
Launch the LODESTAR+ Mobile App on your mobile device by tapping the app icon.

While the app loads, a screen will appear featuring the LODESTAR+ logo.

If the mobile device is not able to connect to a local network or the gateway,
an error screen will appear with detail on the connection error.
See the Troubleshooting section of this document for details on
resolving connection problems.
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After the app loads, the “Get Started” welcome screen provides options to “Log In”
or “Setup” a new gateway.
The “Log In” function is intended to remotely control and modify an already-configured
gateway to which the mobile device has already connected. The “Setup” function is
for new installations or for connecting a mobile device to a local, already-configured
gateway to which the mobile device has not already connected.
Press “Setup” to begin the start-up & commissioning process.

Account Creation
When beginning the Setup process, users will be prompted to Create a new account.
Creation of an account will allow for remote (off premise) control of the LODESTAR+ Gateway. Creating an account is
unnecessary for any user that is not involved in the ongoing operation of the lighting installation in the facility.
Note: Accounts can be registered even after installation. If there is any question as to the ongoing need for off-premise access
or the potential security implications to having such access, we recommend skipping this step.

After tapping “Setup” on the welcome screen, the user will be prompted to
create an account.
To proceed with account creation, tap “Register”.
If an account is not necessary (outlined above), tap “Agree & Skip” to accept the terms
of the End User License Agreement (EULA) and move ahead to continue without creating
an account.
Before tapping “Agree & Skip”, be sure to review the EULA. The EULA can be
launched by tapping the text for the “End User License Agreement (EULA)”.
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Tap “Register” on the preceding screen to advance to the “Create Account” page.
Create an account by tapping in the text boxes and entering the desired user
credentials. Required account credentials include an email address and password.
By default, password fields will show the typed characters briefly before switching
to the “•” symbol to hide the complete password from nearby observers. If this
level of security is not required during account registration, tap the virtual button next
to “Show Password” to toggle to a mode where all characters are visible.
Account creation requires acceptance of the terms of the End User License
Agreement (EULA). Before tapping the check box beside “I have read and agree
to the End User License Agreement”, be sure to review the EULA by tapping the
text link for the “End User License Agreement”.
After entering the account credentials, tap “Create Account”. Once the registration
is complete, the app will move into the steps associated with finding the gateway.

Finding the Gateway
The next step in the commissioning process is to connect to the appropriate LODESTAR+ Gateway, or “gateway.”

The next screen that will appear in the setup process is the Local Gateway screen.
Ensure that only the green LED on the side of the LODESTAR+ Gateway is lit
continuously solid (the red LED is not illuminated, and the green LED is not
blinking), and proceed by tapping “Find Gateways”.
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After pressing “Find Gateways”, a scan progression screen will appear as the
app automatically searches for all available LODESTAR+ Gateways on the LAN.

If a LODESTAR+ Gateway is not discovered, an error screen will appear.
If this occurs, review the Troubleshooting section of this document to resolve
the problem.
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A successful scan will yield a confirmation screen, and the app will automatically
move to the next screens in the set-up process.

Confirm and Name the Gateway
Once the LODESTAR+ Gateway is found, you will be prompted to “Confirm the Gateway” to ensure that you are
communicating with the correct gateway. This process ensures that the appropriate gateway is configured for
installations where multiple gateways exist on the same LAN. This also adds a layer of physical security, ensuring
that a mobile app user has access to the LAN as well as physical access to the gateway.

During this step, the “Confirm” screen will appear.
When this screen appears, press and release the blue button located on the side of
the gateway hardware to complete the confirmation process.
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As the LODESTAR+ System supports multiple gateways on a single network, each
Gateway will need to be named to continue with installation.

Tap in the field to launch the virtual keyboard on your mobile device and enter the
desired name for the gateway currently being configured.
Gateway names do not support spaces. If a space is entered into the field, the
system will automatically replace spaces with underscores.
Tap “Set Name” to save the name of the Gateway.
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Once you have completed the identification and naming process, the next screen
will display a confirmation of success.
At this point in the commissioning process, options exist to proceed with
commissioning the current gateway or to add another gateway to an existing account.
Tap “Proceed” to move forward with the process, or “Add Gateway” to repeat the
process of finding gateways as outlined on page 14.

Verify Account
The following step only applies in situations whereby the user proceeded with the Account Registration process as outlined on
page 13. Users that did not register an account will be taken directly to the Dashboard as found on page 19.

After the registration of a new account, an email will be forwarded to the user with
instructions on account verification.
When this screen appears, users should be certain to complete the account verification
within their preferred email application.
If an email was not received, tap “Resend Email”.
Once the verification process is complete, tap “Sign In” to proceed.
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After tapping “Sign In’ on the preceding screen, the user will be prompted to enter
their verified user credentials.
By default, password fields will show the typed characters briefly before switching
to the “•” symbol to hide the complete password from nearby observers. If this level
of security is not required during account registration, tap the virtual button next to
“Show Password” to toggle to a mode where all characters are visible.
After entering the account credentials, tap “Log In” to proceed.

Dashboard
The Dashboard provides a single view of all connected gateways, whether
communicating on-premises (via a LAN connection) or off-premises (via a cloud
connection).

If setting up a gateway for the first time, tap the gateway name that corresponds to
the name that was set in the Confirm and Name section.
Additional detail on system configuration options available from the Dashboard can
be found in the Maintenance and Support section.
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Zones
Within the LODESTAR+ System, a zone represents a grouping of devices that will employ identical operational characteristics.
Any area of a project where the lighting should act together can be included in a zone.

Installation Tips for Commissioning Zones
Radial Commissioning
If possible, commission zones and devices in an outward, radial fashion, starting with the closest zone to the LODESTAR+
Gateway. Building the network out from the LODESTAR+ Gateway location ensures that each node will be able to reach the
gateway, either directly or via a neighboring device which already has an existing connection.
Powering One Zone at a Time
When scanning for devices, the LODESTAR+ Gateway will automatically search for all available devices within range of its
network. The devices can then be confirmed visually before adding them to a zone. However, the process can be delayed if
devices outside the configuration zone are discovered during the scan process.
We recommend systematically powering-up individual zones, scanning one zone at a time to simplify the process of device
discovery. Begin by cutting the power to all un-commissioned devices (line powered and battery) in all zones except the zone
that you intend to scan. Sequence through each zone in this manner and be careful not to de-power any circuits that power the
gateway.
Powering zones in this manner is particularly important if a project includes multiple gateways.
Devices that are in a section of the project that are not intended to be discovered by the gateway
currently being set-up should not be powered.

Creating the First Zone
The LODESTAR+ App will systematically walk you through the steps needed to create
and scan for new devices within a zone.

After accessing an unconfigured gateway from the Dashboard, the “Zone Setup”
screen will appear. Tap on “Create the First Zone” to begin the process of setting
up your first zone.
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After tapping “Create the First Zone”, a new screen will launch to allow for a
custom zone name to be entered.
Enter the desired name for the zone that you are configuring.
For a zone that requires time-switch functions, you may select the check-box to the left
of “Time-Switched Zone?” For information on the behaviors of time-switched zones,
see the “Time-Switch Zone” section in this document.
For a zone that is intended to respond to Demand Response events, you may select
the check-box to the left of “Demand Response?”
This does not enable Demand Response but indicates if a zone should participate in
Demand Response events if or when Demand Response is enabled for the
gateway. Press “OK’, or, to return to the prior screen, press “Cancel”.
Note: For the examples in this document, the zone name “Example Room” will be used.
Scanning for Light Nodes
The next step is to begin scanning for all available light nodes that are in range and not yet associated with a given network.
Sensors will be paired to a zone during a later step.
Do not power sensors at this point in the process.
Ensure that lights for the targeted zone are in pairing mode (also referred to as discovery mode). All devices should
automatically enter pairing mode upon their initial power-up sequence, though some devices have timeout limitations for
the pairing process. Refer to the specific manufacturer instructions for the devices that you are attempting to discover
in the scanning process.

Tap on “Begin Scan” to start the discovery process.
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During the scan, the screen will display the progress made.

As devices are found, the quantity of discovered lights will appear.
Once a device joins the gateway, its status will change to indicate that it has joined
the network. The end device and gateway share information and, once the process
is complete, will be displayed in the app.
If confident that all available devices have been found based on the device count
visible on the screen, you can proceed to the next step by pressing “Skip Ahead”.
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Once the scan process ends (or if the “Skip Ahead” button has been pressed), the
results screen will appear.
If the number of light nodes do not match up with the number that were expected, tap
“Scan Again” to attempt another search. See the Troubleshooting section of this document for common solutions to devices not being discovered during scan.
Zones must include light nodes. If none are found during a scan for a new zone (one
with no existing devices), it is not possible to continue with the zone creation. In this
case, press the “X” in the upper left corner to exit the screen.
Once all lights have been identified, tap on “Continue”.
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Assigning Light Nodes to a Zone
The next step in the process is to select which light nodes to include in the current zone.

The section at the bottom of the next screen features icons representing discovered lights
that are not already included in a zone, while the group on the top of the screen
represents those devices that have been sorted to include in the current zone.
The top section of the screen will be empty at the outset.
If all the devices visible in the bottom section of the screen are to be included in the current
zone, tapping “Select All” will move all icons from the lower section to the upper section.
If uncertain as to which of the lights displayed in the bottom section of the screen should
be included in the current zone, it will be necessary to identify the specific devices.
To do so, tap an individual light or switch icon in the bottom portion of the screen
to launch the identification screen.

When the identification screen first appears, the specific light associated with the icon
will begin to cycle on and off to provide a visual indication as to which device is represented.
The selected lights will continue to flash for approximately 10 seconds.
Tap the checkmark to include the device into the zone or tap the “X” to exclude a light
or switch from the zone.

Note:
Some light fixtures and LED drivers do not activate fast enough to flash for visual identification.
If this is encountered, listen carefully to hear the switching relay within the fixture adapter.
A mechanical switching sound will be heard latching on and off repeatedly during the 10 second
identification period.
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If a light has been selected to be a part of the zone, its icon will be visible in
the top section of the zone configuration screen.

If a light has been excluded from the zone, its icon will be removed from the zone setup
screen and a restore button will appear on the lower part of the screen.
Devices that were inadvertently excluded from the zone can be restored to the list by
tapping the “Tap to restore device(s)” button.
Note: When a device is excluded from the zone, it will be available to be added to
another zone later without re-pairing to the gateway.

Repeat the identification process for each light and switch until all the desired icons have been included in the zone. Tap
“Next” when ready to move forward.
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Setting High-End Trim
For each zone, High-End Trim can be defined by the user. High-End Trim can also be redefined at any time after zone creation
from the Devices Edit menu. By default, High-End Trim is set to 100%. High-End Trim is applied to all adapters and switches
within a zone.

Enter the desired High-End Trim percentage, then press “OK”.

Navigating the App
The primary screens to navigate the LODESTAR+ Mobile App are referred to as views. Each view has a different function and
position in the project hierarchy and will serve as starting points for instructions throughout the remainder of this document.

Dashboard View
The Dashboard provides a single view of all connected gateways, whether communicating
on-premises (via a LAN connection) or off-premises (via a cloud connection).
A user can access the Zones View for a given gateway by tapping on a specific gateway.
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Zones View
The Zones View includes all zones that are stored on a specific LODESTAR+ Gateway.
Standard zones will appear with only the schedule ring visible, while time-switch zones will
include a clock face within the schedule ring.
A user can return to the Dashboard View by tapping the “<” in the upper left corner of the
screen, or drill down into the Schedule View for a zone by tapping the icon for that zone.

Schedule View
The Schedule View shows the status of lighting conditions while providing an overview of the
schedules for a selected zone.
A user can return to the Zones View by tapping the grid icon in the upper left corner of the
screen, or drill down into the Device View by tapping the lightbulb icon in the upper right
corner of the screen.

Device View
Tapping the lightbulb icon in the upper right corner of the Schedule View will launch the
Device View. The Device View shows all included devices for a single zone.
Within the Device View, all included devices for the zone are listed along with an icon that
indicates the device type.
A user can return to the Schedule View by tapping “Back” in the upper left corner of the
screen.
Use of the “Edit” feature shown in the upper right corner will be discussed in a later section.
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Testing Devices
After completing the process of scanning for lights, the next step is to test the devices that were discovered.
To proceed with testing, begin in the Device View for the zone that has been created. Instructions on reaching the Device View
can be found in the preceding section.
Once in the Device View, complete the following actions.
Lights To test lights, systematically toggle each light on and off to ensure that the specific light is responding.
Tapping the virtual switch next to a specific light will change its state between on and off.

Return to the Schedule View: Once all devices/lights have been tested, tap “Done” in the upper left of the Device View screen.

Testing a Zone
In addition to testing the individual devices within a zone, it is also possible to test all the lights
in the zone simultaneously.
To test all the lights within a zone, start within the Schedule View.
Tapping the lightbulb icon within the center of the schedule wheel will allow the entire zone
to be toggled on or off, alternating from the last state.
The bottom section of the Schedule View will depict the Brightness settings (when applicable)
for the most recent scheduled event. These settings can be overridden using the controls on this
screen. Schedule overrides will remain active until the next scheduled event.
While pressing the circular button on the horizontal slider bar for Brightness, slide the button
left or right to adjust the light output. Movement of the button to the right will increase the light
output, while movement to the left will decrease the light output.
Changes to Brightness should be visible immediately as they override the schedule. Override settings will reset at the end of the
current schedule.
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Creating Additional Zones
To create additional zones, start in the Zones View within the LODESTAR+ Mobile App.
Tap the “+” symbol in the upper left-hand corner of the screen to create a new zone.
The procedure for configuring a new zone is identical to the process that was previously outlined.
To review this process again, refer to that document section.

Deleting a Zone
If necessary, a zone can be completely deleted from the installation.
Note: Devices that are assigned to a zone that is deleted will continue to remain
in the network and will appear if the scan process is completed once again.
There are two possible methods to delete a zone, as outlined in the following sections.

Primary Method for Zone Deletion

The primary method to delete a zone is within the Zones View within the LODESTAR+ Mobile App.
Instructions on reaching the Zones View can be found on page 32 of this document.
Press and hold any visible zone icon, releasing once deletion buttons (red buttons with
an “x” in the center) appear in the upper left corner of each zone.
To abandon the deletion and retain all zones, tap anywhere on the lower screen and outside
of the deletion icon(s).
To delete a specific zone, tap the red deletion button in the upper left corner of the zone that
is intended to be deleted.

If the deletion icon is tapped, a confirmation screen will subsequently appear to help prevent
inadvertent deletions.
Tap “Yes” to proceed with the zone deletion, or “No” to keep the zone.
The screen will return to the Zones View with deletion buttons still visible to allow deletion
of additional zones. If no other zones exist, it will launch the Zone Setup process.

Secondary Method for Zone Deletion
A secondary method for zone deletion is available within the editing functions for
specific zone device lists. As the navigation is through a different path than what has
been covered thus far, this method is covered later in this document.
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Zones Menu
The Zones Menu provides options to Manage Devices within the Zone and enable the Holiday
Lockout feature.

To access the Zones Menu, tap on the three vertical dots in the upper right of the Zones View.

From the Zones Menu, tap “Manage Devices” to view the devices within the Zone, or
“Holiday Lockout” to complete a lockout. Both functions will be covered in the following sections.
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Manage Devices
A complete list of devices that have been paired to the network can be found within the Zones
Menu, from which they can be individually operated and/or removed from the network. This
can be especially helpful to remove incorrectly paired devices from the network so that they can
be added to alternative LODESTAR+ Gateways.

Tap the “Manage Devices” button within the Zones Menu to launch the Device Manager.

Tapping the device name will launch a window with Device Information. While the device
Information is displayed on the screen, the applicable device will flash to aid in device
identification.
Press “OK” to return to the Device Manager.

Tapping and holding an individual device name will launch a window enabling the device to
be named.
The default name for devices will include the device type and last 4 digit of the device ID, but
devices can be renamed something meaningful to the end user.
Enter the desired device name, and press “OK” to return to the Device Manager. Or press
“Cancel” to return without renaming the device.
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Unpairing Devices from Network
Devices can be completely removed from the network, making them available to be
discovered by other LODESTAR+ Gateways.
To completely remove devices from the network, tap on the “Edit” button from the Device
Manager on the menu launched at the end of the “Manage Devices” section.
Tap “Unpair Devices from Network” to proceed.

Upon doing so, deletion buttons (red buttons including a “-“ symbol) will be visible to the left
of the individual devices.
If unpairing lights and unsure which light should be removed, tap the virtual switch next to a
specific light to change its state between on and off for visual confirmation.
Once certain that a device should be removed from the network, tap the deletion button next
to the device that is intended to be unpaired.

To help prevent inadvertent unpairing, the device icon will slide to the left and expose a
“Unpair” confirmation button.
Tap “Unpair” to remove the device from the network or tap anywhere in the lower part of
the screen outside of the “Unpair” button to avoid removing the device.
When finished removing devices from the network, tap “Done” in the upper left corner of the
screen to revert to the Device Manager.
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Holiday Lockout
Setting a holiday lockout is possible from the Zones Menu. Holiday lockout has two available options,
with the following behaviors:
Today is a holiday:

• Gateway-wide Off command issued immediately
• Scheduled events between current time and midnight are ignored
• Can be overridden on the holiday by manual on commands from switch or app of a specific zone

Tomorrow is a holiday:

• Gateway-wide Off command will be issued at the next midnight
• Scheduled events between the next midnight and the following midnight are ignored
• Can be overridden on the holiday by manual on commands from switch or app of a specific zone.

To set a holiday lockout, tap the “Holiday Lockout” button within the Zones Menu to launch the Holiday Lockout screen.

Tap the button next to “Today is a holiday” or “Tomorrow is a holiday” to choose the
appropriate selection.
When finished, tap “OK” to accept the selection and return to the Zones View, or “Cancel”
to revert to the Zones View without accepting the selection.

Viewing Zone Information
To view the current zone settings, begin in the Schedule View on the LODESTAR+ Mobile App.

Tap on the “i” icon in the center right of the Schedule View to show current settings.
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Editing a Zone
To modify devices within an existing zone, begin in the Device View on the LODESTAR+
Mobile App. Instructions can be found in the “Device View” section of this document.
Tap on “Edit” in the upper right corner of the Device View. The edit feature will launch a
menu of options

Adding Lights
To scan for additional lights and switches, tap on the “Add Lights” button on the menu
launched at the start of the “Editing a Zone” section. Doing so will launch the “Scan for Lights”
process consistent with the earlier commissioning process.

Removing Devices from Zone
Devices can be removed from the current zone to allow them to be added to other zones within
the same network.
To remove devices, tap on the “Remove Devices From Zone” button on the menu launched at
the start of the “Editing a Zone” section.
Upon doing so, deletion buttons (red buttons including a “-“ symbol) will be visible to the left
of the individual devices.
If deleting lights and unsure which light should be removed, tap the virtual switch next to a
specific light to change its state between on and off for visual confirmation.
Once certain that a device should be removed from the zone, tap the deletion button next to
the device that is intended to be removed.

To help prevent inadvertent deletions, the device icon will slide to the left and expose
a “Remove” confirmation button.
Tap “Remove” to remove the device or tap anywhere in the lower part of the screen outside
of the “Remove” button to avoid removing the device.
When finished removing devices, tap “Done” in the upper left corner of the screen to revert
to the Schedule View.
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Unpairing Devices from Zone
Devices can be completely removed from the network, making them available to be discovered by other
LODESTAR+ Gateways.
To unpair devices, tap on the “Unpair Devices From Network” button on the menu launched at the start of the “Editing a Zone”
section, and follow the same process outlined in the Unpairing Devices from Network section.
Renaming a Zone
To rename a Zone, tap on the “Rename Zone” button on the menu launched at the
start of the “Editing a Zone” section.
Upon doing so, a “Set Zone Name” window will launch.
Type a new zone name, then tap “Set Name” to save the new name or “Cancel”
to keep the existing zone name.

Deleting a Zone
This is a secondary method to delete a zone. The primary method is accessed from the
Zones View, while this method is accessible from the Device View for the zone that is
intended to be deleted.
Tap on the “Delete Zone” button on the menu that was launched at the start of the
“Editing a Zone” section.
Upon doing so, a confirmation screen will subsequently appear to help prevent inadvertent
deletions.
Tap “Yes” to proceed with the zone deletion. The screen will return to the Zones View if
other zones exist. If no other zones exist, it will launch the Zone Setup process.
Tap “No” to retain the zone. The screen will return to the Device View.
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Naming a Device
If desired for ease of operation, any end device can be renamed from the default name to a custom-defined name.

Within the Device View, press and hold on the name of the specific device that is to be renamed.

Upon doing so, a “Change Device Name” screen will appear, and the selected device
will begin to identify to aid in the naming process.
Type the desired name for the device, then tap “OK” to proceed with the new name or
“Cancel” to return to the Device View.
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Schedules
Effective lighting automation relies on schedules to ensure task-appropriate illuminance levels, while leveraging available
occupancy and ambient light sensor data to eliminate unnecessary energy demand.
Within each scheduled adjustment, specific settings can be programmed to customize brightness within each zone (when
installed with light sources that support dimming).
This section will define schedule behaviors and parameters that can be defined.

Schedule Behaviors
Standard Zone
Within a Standard (non-Time-Switch) Zone, schedules automatically update the level of all devices assigned to a zone to the
user-defined level, at the user-defined time.
The device levels will be updated at the schedule transition point regardless of their state (on or off). Standard Zone schedules
will not automatically turn on devices within the zone but will instead rely on manual activation. Standard Zone schedules will
automatically turn off adapters and switches within the zone if the dim level for a schedule is set to level 0.
Time-Switch Zone
Within a Time-Switch Zone, schedules automatically update the level and state of all devices assigned to the zone to the user-defined level and state, at the user-defined time.
At the schedule transition point, level (if applicable) and state will be updated to all devices within a zone, regardless of their
current state. Time-Switch Zone schedules will automatically turn on or off devices assigned to that zone.
In a Time-Switch Zone, during a scheduled off period, if a manual on command is entered, the system will automatically turn the
Time-Switch Zone Off after two hours. This prevents a zone from being left on accidentally and is required for code compliance.
Time-Switch Zones also permit an expanded number of day-groupings (seven instead of two in Standard Zones) to allow for
more flexibility in scheduling and for code compliance in certain jurisdictions.
Within a Gateway, up to six zones can be created as Time-Switch Zones. The decision between a Standard and Time-Switch
Zone is made at Zone creation.
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Default Schedule
When creating a zone for the first time, default schedules with corresponding nominal default values will be automatically loaded into the system. The default “Normal Hours” and “After Hours” schedules will always appear with new zones.
The default schedules are a template based on a common configuration. It is recommended that the default schedules be modified to meet the lighting needs for the individual project, and that additional schedules be created as needed.
Note: Beyond making automated lighting adjustments throughout the day, schedules have the added benefit of returning the
system to a known state. For example, if lighting was manually overridden from the scheduled level for a special event, the
following schedule brings the system back to a previously defined baseline.

Editing Schedules
To modify an existing schedule, begin in the Schedule View on the LODESTAR+ Mobile App.
The circular ring visible on the screen represents a 24-hour day, with color-filled segments
indicating existing schedules.
To edit a specific schedule, tap the circular ring within the schedule segment.

The schedule editing screen will now appear.
The segment for a schedule that is currently selected for editing will swell in thickness and
will be bound by buttons at the start and end times to allow adjustment to the schedule period.
In this example, the “Normal Hours” schedule has been selected.
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Modifying Day Groupings
As many projects require different schedules depending on the day of the week, the LODESTAR+ Gateway allows for further
customization of schedules to be run on different day groupings per zone. Day groupings are customizable to ensure that
schedules are repeated on the specific days of the week that best accommodate the building use schedules.
As an example of day groupings, a project may require separate schedules based on the days of the week as follows:
• Day grouping 1: Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday/Friday
• Day grouping 2: Saturday/Sunday
To adjust the day groupings within the schedule editing screen, tap the “v” icon in the upper-right segment of the screen visible
next to abbreviated days of the week.

A drop-down tool will appear as seen in this example image.
To create a new day grouping, tap “Add a new day grouping”.

Tapping “Add a new day grouping” will launch a day selection tool.
Tap the days of the week that should be included in the day grouping.
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Here is an example where weekdays (M/T/W/Th/F) have all been selected to create a
day grouping.
If a day is mistakenly selected, it can be unselected by tapping the day icon again.
Once the appropriate days are selected, tap “OK” to complete the new day grouping.
Or, tap “Cancel” to return without creating a new day grouping.

Tapping “OK” in the prior screen will complete the new day grouping, which will now appear
as the selected day grouping in the drop-down menu. This example shows that there are two
different day groupings that have been created.
To delete a day grouping, tap “Edit day groupings”.

After tapping “Edit day groupings”, delete a day grouping by pressing the deletion icon to the
left of the day grouping that is intended to be deleted.
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When deleting a day grouping, the day grouping will slide to the left and expose a
confirmation button to help prevent inadvertent deletions.
Tap “Delete” to remove the day grouping or tap anywhere outside of the “Delete”
button to avoid removing the day grouping.

The LODESTAR+ Gateway supports up to two day groupings per Standard Zone, or
up to seven day groupings in Time Switched Zones. When attempting to add any more
than two day groupings to a Standard Zone, an error screen will appear.

Once completed with day groupings, tap the “T” icon in the upper-right segment of the screen visible next to abbreviated
days of the week to close the drop-down menu.
Continue with schedule modifications or tap “Save” if finished.
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Modifying Schedule Times
To adjust the schedule start or end times, begin in the schedule editing screen.
Tap the specific schedule that is to be edited. Once selected, simply press and hold the circular button at either the beginning of the color-filled area (to adjust start time) or the end of the
color-filled area (to adjust end time) and drag to the desired time in 15-minute increments. The
schedule will update when the press is released.
Continue with schedule modifications or tap “Save” if finished.

Modifying Scheduled Days
To adjust the scheduled day groupings within the schedule editing screen, tap the “v” icon in the
upper-right segment of the screen visible next to abbreviated days of the week. A drop-down tool
will appear.
Tap the appropriate day grouping or create a new day grouping by referencing the process
outlined in page 49 of this document.
Continue with schedule modifications or tap “Save” if finished.
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Modifying Occupied Light Settings
To adjust the zone brightness within the schedule editing screen, tap the “T” icon in the lower
segment of the screen to expand the settings for the selected schedule.
The default starting point in this menu will be within the light settings, as indicated by the
prominent button labeled “Lights”.
Light settings can be modified for Brightness for light sources that support this functionality.
To adjust the light levels during a scheduled period, press and hold the circular button at the
center of the horizontal control for the Brightness feature and drag them right (to increase the
brightness), or left (to decrease). The setting will update when the press is released.
Continue with schedule modifications or tap “Save” if finished.

Modifying Schedule Settings
In addition to customizing the times and light settings for an individual schedule, it is also possible to customize the name and to select a different background color for the schedule. These
elements serve as written and visual cues for simplified navigation within the Schedule View.

From the screen discussed in the “Modifying Occupied Light Settings” section, tap the “Settings”
button near the center of the screen (next to the “Lights” button) to expose the schedule settings.
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To customize the schedule name, tap on the text field where the current name is visible
(“Normal Hours” in this example) to launch the device keyboard.
Using the device keyboard, edit the text to match the desired schedule name and press the
return key on device keyboard.

If desired, it is also possible to customize the schedule background color. Changing the
background color will also change the color-filled segments represented in the circular clock
within the Schedule View.
To adjust the color, simply tap an alternative color while still in the editing page for the
schedule details. The background will update to your target color. For this example, the
background color has been adjusted to green.
Continue with schedule modifications or tap “Save” if finished.
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Creating New Schedules
To add a new schedule, tap the “+” symbol in the bottom right section of the
schedule editing screen.
After tapping the “+” button, a new schedule with the name “New Schedule” will be
automatically created within a time adjacent to the existing schedule and is ready to be
modified to suit the specific lighting needs.

The LODESTAR+ Gateway allows for up to 4 scheduled lighting adjustments per day for each
zone. When attempting to add more than 4 schedules, the following screen will appear.
Press “OK” to return to the schedule editing screen.
When finished editing schedules, press “Save” to return to the Schedule View.

Deleting a Schedule
In zones with more than one schedule programmed, it is possible to delete a schedule
using the following steps.
Within the schedule editing screen, tap the schedule that is intended to be deleted. In this
example, the schedule named “New Schedule” has been selected.
Tap the button with the “-“ symbol to delete the selected schedule.
Tap “Cancel” to retain the schedule that was deleted (in case it was inadvertently deleted)
or tap “Save” to accept the change and return to the Schedule View.
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User Control
Once commissioned, the LODESTAR+ Gateway will automatically adjust light state and level based on user-defined schedules.
Local users can adjust light levels on-demand using the LODESTAR+ Mobile App. For configuration of local switches, please
review the manufacturer’s instructions for installed devices.
Remote users can adjust light levels on-demand using the remote connectivity feature of the LODESTAR+ Mobile App, with communications through LODESTAR+ servers (the “cloud”). For configuration of the LODESTAR+ Mobile App for local control and
remote connectivity, please review the following sections.

About Schedule Overrides
Regardless of the device that is used to override the schedule settings, the light settings in a Standard (non-Time-Switch) Zone
will remain at the override level until the next scheduled event occurs.
In a Time-Switch Zone, during a scheduled off period, if a manual on command is entered, the system will automatically
turn the Time-Switch Zone off after two hours. This prevents a zone from being left on accidentally and is required for code
compliance.

User Control with the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
Installing the LODESTAR+ Mobile App
On all devices that will have app-based control of the lighting system, install the LODESTAR+ Mobile App. The app is
available in the Apple App Store for iOS devices (requires iOS version 9.0 or higher), or in the Google Play Store for
Android devices (requires Android version 6.0 or higher).

Launch the LODESTAR+ Mobile App on your mobile device by tapping the LODESTAR+ Mobile App icon.
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After the app loads, the welcome screen provides options to “Log In” to control a gateway
through the cloud or “Setup” to control/configure a gateway on the local network.

User Control Using Existing Account Credentials
The “Log In” function allows a user to control a gateway using previously configured account
credentials. This feature is optimal for users with multiple mobile devices, or in organizations
where a single account registration is shared among multiple users.

From the “Get Started” screen, tap “Log In’ to advance to the sign in page.
Using the email address and password that was used for prior registration for the gateway,
enter the account credentials by tapping in the text fields and using the device keyboard to
complete the fields.
After entering the account credentials, tap “Log In”. Once completed, the device will have
complete control over the LODESTAR+ Gateway.
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Local User Control Without Account Credentials
For users that desire local control and have no reason for remote connectivity, connection to the gateway is available without
entering account credentials.
To connect a device to the gateway without using account credentials, a wireless connection to the LAN is necessary for the
mobile device to be used for local control. For additional security, physical access to the gateway will be required to ensure
that a user has access to the device and is, therefore, authorized for system control and configuration.
Ensure that Wi-Fi is enabled on the mobile device, and search through the available Wi-Fi network to find the Wireless Network Name (SSID) for the appropriate network. If any difficulties are encountered joining the wireless network, please contact
the systems administrator for the network.
From the “Get Started” screen, tap “Setup” to advance to the “Local Gateway” page.

The process for finding and confirming the gateway will be identical to the process outlined
previously in this document.
Zone, device and schedule settings are stored on the gateway and will be visible to the user
once the local gateway connection is confirmed.
Once the mobile device has confirmed connectivity to the gateway, local control of the
gateway will occur anytime the device is on the wireless network.

Remote Connectivity
The LODESTAR+ Gateway supports remote connectivity for control and configuration while off-site from the building location.
The LODESTAR+ Mobile App contacts LODESTAR+ servers (the LODESTAR+ “cloud”), which can relay messages through the
Internet to the already-configured LODESTAR+ Gateway.
Note: Local users with access to the LAN over a wireless connection will experience lower latency in reaching the LODESTAR+
Gateway than would a command through remote connectivity.
Once the app has been downloaded and account credentials are saved, the mobile device will be able to remotely connect to
the LODESTAR+ Gateway anytime an Internet connection is available. The LODESTAR+ Gateway must be connected to a LAN
with Internet access for this feature to work.
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Maintenance and Support
Gateway Software Updates
The LODESTAR+ Gateway will periodically check LODESTAR+ servers for new software versions. If an updated version is
identified, the LODESTAR+ Gateway will automatically download and install the latest version. This process will not affect
programmed settings.
In addition to automatically maintaining current gateway software versions, the LODESTAR+ Gateway also coordinates software updates for all devices in the network that support over-the-air software updates. If an updated version is identified for any
device, the LODESTAR+ Gateway will automatically download the new software, send the software (over-the-air) to the device,
and confirm that the device has successfully updated its software.
The software update process is automatic but requires a continuous Internet connection.

Time/Day Updates
The LODESTAR+ Gateway will capture and store the time zone from the mobile device used in the commissioning process.
To maintain accuracy, the LODESTAR+ Gateway will check LODESTAR+ servers daily to calibrate the time and day for the
building location. This calibration ensures accurate scheduling (based on day of week and time of day) and will accommodate
changes for daylight saving time.
The time/day update process is automatic but requires a continuous Internet connection.

System Menu
Tap the three vertical dots in the upper right corner of the Dashboard to launch the System Menu.
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The System Menu provides detailed information about the system, customer support information,
legal documentation, and advanced features.
Descriptions of these functions can be found in the following sections.

System Information
System information can be useful for local network configuration by an on-site network administrator, and for troubleshooting
the LODESTAR+ Lighting Control System.

After tapping the “System Information” on the preceding screen, a window will appear with
important system information.

Following is a description of the detail available in the system information section:
Item		

Description

App Version

The version of the mobile app which is actively running. This information can be used when requested by
support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Device IP

The Internet Protocol (IP) address is a numerical label assigned to each device connected to a LAN.
The Device IP address on the mobile device the mobile app is actively running will likely be automatically
assigned by the Wi-Fi router, or configured by the network administrator.

Connection

Indicates whether the active mobile device has an active Wi-Fi connection. This information can be used
when requested by support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Gateway IP

The Internet Protocol (IP) address is a numerical label assigned to each device connected to a LAN. The IP 		
address on the LODESTAR+ Gateway will likely be automatically assigned by the Wi-Fi router, or configured
by the network administrator.
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Gateway MAC The media access control (MAC) address is a unique identifier assigned to hardware to enable net			
work communications at the data link layer. The MAC address for the LODESTAR+ Gateway is assigned at the
factory and can assist in LAN setup and troubleshooting.
Cloud		

Cloud computing is a computing infrastructure for enabling access to shared pools of resources (e.g.
computer servers). The cloud address shown in the Systems Information menu can be used when requested
by LODESTAR+ staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Gateway
Software

The terms “firmware” and “software” are often used interchangeably. The software version shown in the
Systems Information menu reflects the latest version that is installed on the LODESTAR+ Gateway.
This information can be used when requested by support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

API Version

The Application Programming Interface (API) is essentially the language that the system uses to send
commands between the cloud, LODESTAR+ Gateway and the mobile app. This information can be
used when requested by support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Model		

The model number is related to the physical hardware version. This information can be used when
requested by support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Gateway
Connection

Indicates whether the active mobile device is on the same LAN as the LODESTAR+ Gateway (local) or
on a different LAN than the LODESTAR+ Gateway (remote). This information can be used when requested
by support staff for troubleshooting purposes.

Gateway State The state will reflect the gateway state, such as reflecting “Pairing” when the Gateway is in the process
of being registered to the network. This information can be used when requested by support staff for
troubleshooting purposes.
Uptime		

The number listed beside uptime will reflect the number of minutes of continuous power to the
LODESTAR+ Gateway.

Email Support Request
Tapping the “Email Support Request” button can be used to directly email the LODESTAR+ support team. This feature will draft
a new email within the default email application on the mobile device and is only available on devices that are configured with
a default email application. Mobile device data charges may apply.
End User License Agreement
Before using the LODESTAR+ Mobile App, acceptance of the End User License Agreement (EULA)
must be confirmed. For reference, a copy of the EULA is available within the Help menu.

To view the applicable End User License Agreement, tap the “End User License Agreement” button
within the Help menu to launch the EULA.
When finished, tap “Agree” to revert to the Zones View.
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Privacy Policy
The privacy policy supplements the EULA and is designed to assist users in understanding
how we collect and use personal information. For reference, a copy of the privacy policy
is available within the Help menu.

To view the privacy policy, tap the “Privacy Policy” button within the Help menu to launch
the privacy policy.
When finished, tap “Done” to revert to the Zones View.

Remove Gateways
Gateways can be removed from an account to limit access.
Note: Removing Gateways will remove it from the account and/or on-premises access from a
mobile device but will not affect the network behavior or settings for the gateway.
To remove a Gateway, tap on the “Remove Gateways” button on the System Menu.

Upon doing so, deletion buttons (red buttons including a “-“ symbol) will be visible to the left of
the individual gateways.
Once certain that a gateway should be removed, tap the deletion button next to the gateway
that is intended to be removed.

To help prevent inadvertent deletions, the device icon will slide to the left and expose a
“Delete” confirmation button.
Tap “Delete” to remove the gateway or tap “Done” to avoid removing the gateway.
Tapping “Done” in the upper left corner of the screen to revert to the Dashboard.
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An error box will appear if the gateway being deleted is the only gateway currently in use.

Sign Out
The Sign Out feature will remove the local gateway connection for the device being used and log the user out of remote
connections. This can be helpful for installers who are finished in a project and will be preparing for a new installation.

Tap “Disconnect” to launch a warning box. Tap “Yes” to disconnect, or “Cancel” to revert to
the Dashboard.

Create Account
Accounts can be registered even after installation. If an account needs to be created to manage a project post-installation, this
can be initiated by tapping “Create Account” from the System Menu. Doing so will launch the account registration process
consistent with the creating and verification processes outlined at the beginning of this document.
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Delete User Account
For users that have set-up an account for remote off-premises connectivity, accounts can be deleted at any point.
All user information, including paired gateways, will be deleted both from the app and from the remote servers.
THIS CANNOT BE UNDONE!
Note: All zones, scheduled and rules on gateways previously associated with the account will continue to function.

Tap “Delete User Account” from the System Menu to launch a the Delete User Account window.
The “Delete User Account” button will only appear on a device that is currently signed in.
Enter the Email Address and Password associated with the account, and press “Delete” to
proceed with account deletion. Alternatively, tap “Cancel” to return to the System Menu
without deleting the account.

Closing System Menu
Tapping “OK” will close the System Menu and return the device to the Dashboard.
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Appendix A: Troubleshooting
Problem			

Possible Solution(s)

“Error signing in” message when
launching the Lighting App
– ON LOCAL NETWORK

Confirm that the mobile device being used has Wi-Fi turned on (not in Airplane Mode)

“Error signing in” message when
launching the Lighting App
– REMOTE CONNECTIVITY

Confirm that the mobile device being used has an active connection to Wi-Fi and/or
cellular networks (not in Airplane Mode)

Confirm that the mobile device being used is connected to the appropriate Wi-Fi network (not a Guest Network)

Confirm that the account credentials are associated with an active Gateway.
Neither the green or red LED
lights on the Gateway are
illuminated

Confirm that power is present at the power outlet.
Confirm that the Power Adapter is firmly inserted into the power outlet.
Confirm that the barrel connector on the end of the Power Adapter cable is firmly
pressed into the power jack on the LODESTAR+ Gateway.
If problem persists, replace LODESTAR+ Gateway.

“No Gateways Found”

Confirm that the green LED on the E100 is solid. If not, review the LED behaviors
within the Installation section of this document.
Confirm that the LODESTAR+ Gateway is attached to the appropriate network with
Wi-Fi access.
Confirm that the mobile device being used for commissioning is connected to the
same network (NOT a Guest Network).
Further troubleshooting may require support of the network administrator for the
building.

Device not being discovered
during scan

Confirm that the device is not already associated with another zone on the same
Gateway installation, as a device can only belong to one zone. If the device is
already assigned to another zone, remove the device from the incorrect zone and
rescan within the zone to which it is to be added.
Confirm that the device is not already associated with another LODESTAR+ Gateway,
as a device can only belong to one network. Log into the other LODESTAR+ Gateway
and unpair the device from the gateway from the Manage Devices view. Please refer
to the device-specific instructions for information on putting the device back into pairing mode, then scan for the device again to add to the correct network.
Continued on next page
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Appendix A: Troubleshooting
Problem			

Possible Solution(s)
Confirm that the device is in pairing mode. Please refer to the device-specific
instructions for information on starting pairing mode.
If the above does not solve the challenge, it is likely that the device is out of the
range of the zigbee network. Install a LODESTAR+ Repeater Range Extender in a suitable location. The ideal location would offer a relatively clear line-of-sight between the
device(s) that cannot be discovered and LODESTAR+ Gateway location.

Light(s) is not blinking on and off
when its icon is pressed when
assigning lights to a zone.

It is possible that the fixture (or the fixture’s LED driver) does not activate fast enough to
blink at the rate lights identify themselves. Refer to specific fixture/driver manufacturer
details.
A workaround is to listen carefully for the switching relay on the LODESTAR+ Certified
fixture adapter. It will switch on and off for 10 seconds during the light identification
period and will make a mechanical switching sound.

Inconsistent response from devices
during testing or operation

Confirm that all devices are powered. For battery-powered devices, it is recommended
that the batteries are tested and/or replaced.
If all devices are suitably powered, it is possible that the network range is being
degraded due to site conditions or placement of the LODESTAR+ Gateway.
If possible, move the LODESTAR+ Gateway to a position in the building where it is
more central to all installed devices.
If this is not possible, or if moving the Gateway did not improve the RF performance,
install a LODESTAR+ Repeater Range Extender in a suitable location. The ideal location would offer a relatively clear line-of-sight between the device(s) with inconsistent
operation and LODESTAR+ Gateway location.
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Appendix B: Frequently Asked Questions
Question			

Answer

Will schedules run even when
the mobile device used for
commissioning is out of the
office?

Yes, schedules will continue to run. All schedule programming is stored in the
LODESTAR+ Gateway.

What is the LODESTAR+
Repeater Range Extender?

The LODESTAR+ Repeater Range Extender is a plug-in hardware device that is a
reliable, secure, and easy to install way to extend the range and/or capacity of a
Zigbee network within large facilities or facilities with a poor RF environment.

Is an Internet connection
required for local use of lighting
or to use the Lighting App to
control lighting?

An Internet connection is not necessary for local control of lighting but is required to
use the remote connectivity feature and to keep time, day and your device software
updated automatically.

Do LODESTAR+ certified
devices have built-in Wi-Fi?

No. All current LODESTAR+ Certified devices communicate via Zigbee.

How do temporary light level
settings that are not saved into a
schedule work?

Scheduled light level settings for a zone can be temporarily overridden at any time
by using the LODESTAR+ Mobile App. When settings are overridden by one or both
methods but not saved as a schedule, the temporary settings will remain in
effect until the start time of the next schedule.
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